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In Make-Do Objects, Collectors Find 
Beauty  Beyond Repair 
By ANDREA CODRINGTON LIPPKE DEC.  15, 2010 

 
REUSE is all the rage these days: 
Witness the rise of fixers, tinkerers 
and hackers —that scrappy set of do- 
it-yourselfers who gather in collectives 
from Brooklyn to Berlin to breathe 
new life into broken objects that 
would have been consigned to the 
junk heap a few years earlier. 

It turns out, though, that the current 
fixing fad is just another instance of 
history repeating itself. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Andrew Baseman collects so-called make-do’s, including 18th- 
century Chinese plates, below, that were broken into pieces and 
fused back together with wire staples. Credit Ira Lippke for The 
New York Times 

 

“I call them the orphans of the antiques world,” said Andrew Baseman, 50, an 
interior designer in Manhattan, referring to his collection of what are often called 
make-do’s — domestic objects dating back centuries that bear evidence of having 
been broken and repaired in unusual and often artful ways. 

Scattered throughout the Chelsea apartment that Mr. Baseman shares with his 
partner, Mark Randall, 51 — and their upstate New York farmhouse — are more 
than 300 stunning examples of historical “hacks,” to use the parlance of today’s 
fixer culture. Mr. Baseman’s objects may be centuries-old antiques, but they have 
a deconstructed aesthetic that would look equally at home in a high-end SoHo 
design store or at Milan’s annual furniture fair. 

 
There is a surprising set of blue-and-white 18th-century Chinese export plates 
that were broken into pieces and fused back together with a train track of metal- 
wire staples. There is an array of 18th- and 19th-century teapots, jugs, cups and 
mugs —made of porcelain, pottery, glass and metal, among other things — 

 
 



whose broken handles, spouts and bases have been replaced with new ones made of 
tin, pewter, bronze, silver and wood. There is even a selection of toys.“I’m amazed in 
some cases that these objects didn’t get thrown away,” said Mr. Baseman, handling a 
small cast-lead dog from the 1930s whose missing leg was replaced by a nail. 

For someone like Mr. Baseman, though, broken is beautiful. “The scrappier the 
better,” he said. 

He offers up his favorite possession as a case in point: a 1920s Eastern European 
teapot he bought five years ago for $40. Polka-dotted and diminutive, it has at least 
five repairs, including an add-on aluminum base (hand-hammered), 18 staples and 
rivets (hand- and machine-made), grafted bits of porcelain (from another lid), 
twisted wire (to attach the lid to the handle) and a tin patch on the side. “It’s almost 
too good to be true,” he said. 

Not all make-do’s are so cobbled together. For every glass attached to a clunky 
wooden base in Mr. Baseman’s collection, there is a piece of fine porcelain that has 
been enhanced in appearance and function, sometimes with expertly wrought silver 
handles or gold cuffs. “The level of repair really reveals the status of the owner,” he 
noted. 

His oldest objects are a pair of 17th-century Kangxi period porcelain miniature vases 
that he cradles in his hands, careful not to crush the finely crafted hallmark silver 
mounts that were added in Holland in the mid-1800s. 

Mr. Baseman, whose parents were antiques dealers in the Berkshires, remembers 
seeing his first make-do when he was a boy: a stapled plate stowed in a cupboard of 
objects that wouldn’t sell. 

When he was a teenager, his mother took him to visit a friend with a collection of 
inventively repaired teapots, and Mr. Baseman was fascinated. “It was the beautiful 
china I had grown up with,” he said. “But with spouts and handles that were just so 
cool.” 

In his early 20s, he began traveling to London, where he would see similar objects 
for sale for a pittance at the Portobello Market, and he was hooked. He has since 
been building his collection and writing about it on his blog, Past Imperfect. 



Although Mr. Baseman notes on his blog that make-do objects can be found at 
established institutions like the Metropolitan Museum of Art, he maintains that 
historically they have largely been overlooked. There is evidence that this is changing, 
though. In 2009, the Smithsonian’s Freer Gallery of Art in Washington mounted an 
exhibition called “Golden Seams: The Japanese Art of Mending Ceramics,” which 
focused on kintsugi, or repairs made with lacquer and powdered gold. 

Legend has it that this technique was developed after the 15th-century shogun 
Ashikaga Yoshimasa sent his favorite celadon tea bowl back to China to be fixed and 
was displeased with the chunky staples that were used to repair it. By the 17th 
century, kintsugi was such a fashionable phenomenon that some people were known 
to smash their tea bowls on purpose in order to embed them with golden-veined 
repairs. 

The Japanese, of course, have a well-documented appreciation of the wonky and 
worn down, having developed an aesthetic philosophy around it in the form of wabi- 
sabi. But what about Americans, who are used to the promise of things shiny and 
new — or if not new, then at least perfect? 

As David Revere McFadden, the chief curator at the Museum of Arts and Design in 
Manhattan, observed, “Make-do’s definitely used to be considered the downside of 
decorative arts.” Mr. McFadden developed an interest in such objects when he was a 
curator at the Smithsonian’s Cooper-Hewitt, National Design Museum, from 1978 to 
1995, and started noticing examples in the collection. He is one of a number of 
people who believe that the make-do moment has come. 

“There is something profoundly human about these repairs,” he said. “They’ve been 
around from Day 1, since the first hunter broke his first spear.” 

Mr. McFadden and his colleagues at the Museum of Arts and Design have discussed 
doing a show on the subject, he said, and have even considered opening the 
museum’s workshop space to latter-day fixers. “It’s just so relevant now that we’re 
dealing with sustainability,” he said. 



Although they are usually sold in less than tony settings, some of these objects have 
been finding their way to auction. The Boston auction house Skinner, for example, 
included 15 such lots in a decorative-arts sale in early November that also included 
big-ticket items like a corner cupboard that sold for $250,000. And the company’s 
Americana appraiser and auctioneer, LaGina Austin, noted, “We have people who 
call specifically for make-do’s.” 

There are those, however, like Mr. Baseman, who would rather not use that term. “I 
still haven’t found the proper word for these objects,” he said. “Make-do,” he 
believes, conveys a kind of second-class citizenship. “When I think of a beautiful 
17th-century teapot with a chased silver spout and jewel-encrusted lid,” he said, “the 
term just doesn’t sound elevated enough.” 

 
Marilynn Gelfman Karp, the author of “In Flagrante Collecto (Caught in the Act of 
Collecting),” has given the subject some thought, since she and her husband, the 
gallerist Ivan Karp, have their own collection of some 45 make-do objects, which they 
keep on a dedicated shelf and window showcase in their SoHo loft. “I call them 
poignant repairs,” she said. 

Why poignant? “These objects show affection made material by transfiguring 
artistry,” she said, speaking in religious terms. “Everyone who encounters the 
conversion from common object to holy object is a witness to incredibly vital 
experiences. I have a pair of repaired scissors that would bring tears to your eyes.” 

 
Indeed, surrounded by such stuff, one can’t help but wonder about the stories behind 
their brokenness, which only add to their interest. Was it a case of butterfingers? A 
lovers’ quarrel? Rough seas on an export ship? 

“Sometimes I’ll see a piece that I love but it hasn’t been repaired,” Mr. Baseman said. 
“I can’t help but wish at those moments that it had been broken. It would be so much 
more interesting.” 

A version of this article appears in print on December 16, 2010, on Page D1 of the New York edition with 
the headline: The Fix Is In: Finding Beauty Beyond Repair. 
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